
Rocket® Zebb™

Automated Process Rerun Management

Rocket® Zebb™ is a comprehensive automated process rerun management system that improves productivity 

in data centers by reducing manual tasks that are required to restart or rerun jobs. Zebb handles reruns 

automatically with precision and accuracy, all without changes or modifications to Job Control Language (JCL). 

It provides the user with precise information and efficiently determines the most logical restart point–usually 

at the point of failure.

Benefits/Features

Restart capabilities
Features industry-exclusive generational 
restart capabilities that allow automatic 
reruns of previous jobs.

Seamless integration
Submits and restarts jobs through seamless 
integration with Rocket® Zeke™ to provide 
extended control of processing.

Restart recovery
Collects all restart and recovery information at the 
beginning of each step to avoid complete restarts.

Restarts
Recognizes automatically that abended jobs 
are being rerun, provides users with precise 
information, and then restarts at the 
most logical and efficient point.
 

User control
Provides a full-screen online system with complete 
user control over restart definitions and operations.

Avoids redundancy
Records condition codes to avoid redundancy 
(re-execution of previous steps is not required).

Vaulting services
Maintains a duplicate (vault) database and 
uses its local electronic vaulting services 
to perform quick restarts, avoiding the need 
to perform database recoveries or backup 
routines if DASD or CPU failure occurs.
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Rocket® Software’s suite of workload automation solutions simplifies and optimizes your 
end-to-end value streams. Learn more about our solutions: 

Zeke™
Enterprise-wide
automated process
scheduler

Zebb™
Automated 
process restart 
management

In addition to complete restart capabilities, Rocket® Zebb™ includes: 

Absolute CPU-outage recovery facilities

Zack™
Advanced console 
automation and 
event management

Learn more Learn more

A recovery simulation facility

Electronic vaulting and disaster recovery support

Step-level condition-code checking

A reporting facility

Historical reporting

Automatic scheduler interfaces

Automatic problem-tracking interfaces

Visit RocketSoftware.com
Book a demo

Rocket®  Zebb™ optimizes the mainframe by automating 
restart and freeing your operations teams to focus  
on other value-added activities.

Learn more

Zara™
Automated tape 
management
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